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meeting at 2 p.m.

Classes begin
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Orientation for all
new degree.seeking
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for all new students

28-29
Evening College
registratio n
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Registration for
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admission or
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Thanksgiving holiday
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for evening classes
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Thanksgiving holiday
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26
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Final date for oral
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thesis for January
completion of degrees
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26
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defense of graduate
thesis for June
gradualiCrll
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8

23

Instructors' grade
reports due in
reg istrar's office
b~ 9 a.m

Twelve-week Saturday
classes begin

Five-week poslsessiori classes end
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24
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Summer School
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classes begin. Si•·
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PURPOSES AND
OBJECTIVES
OF THE
UNIVERSITY

The purpose of Virginia
shall be to endeavor to
vironment nurturing and
search, and service. Senslti
life in the Commonwealth,
the pursuit of knowledge
professional skills.

6

.

to work toward the reali-

at10n
·
al and community
po t en t·ia1s,

Ut for the student an example
aintain an environment of ed~
which will attr~ct and motiursue their work 111 accordance
educational standards.
imaginative power of the arts
in reflecting the problems and
iety and of the human co~
ledge the role of the art~ . m
r; and to provide opportumties
university and the Comr_no~
ize their relevance, both md1self-realization of the student,
exhibition and performance.
existing institutions of higher
ding programs of a uniquely
thus enhancing the educational
the Commonwealth.
h Univers.ity traces its foundThe Medical College of Virginia
medical department of Hampis medical college, now the MCV
'th Richmond Professional Insti'c Campus, in 1968 to create the
VCU I Academic Campus is lovidere Street in Richmond's Fan
CV Campus is 100ated east of the
area.

HISTORY
OF VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH
UNIVERSITY

of study at the Academic Campus
wealth University lead to the

GRADUATE
DEGREES

Rehabilitation Counseling
WinOrk

7

ACCREDITATION

Virginia Commonwealth University
and accredited by the Southern Ass
and Schools, the general accrediti
leges in this region.

VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH
UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES

The Yirginia ~ommonwealth Univ
one library with two physical uni
Tompkins-Mccaw Library and the J
Library. The Tompkins-Mccaw Lib
search library located on the MCV
lection strongly emphasizing the h
basic orie_nta~ion is expanding to incl
Further, it will broaden sufficiently
the entire university. Similarly the
bell Library, located on the Ac~de
as a general university library. It
t ation toward undergraduate requi
oping collections in certain graduate
serves its home campus and offel'8
versity-wide basis as required. The
grows at the rate of about 30,000
(25,000 on the Academic Campus,
MCV Campus). If microform ma
pear in impressive quantities, the
should add the equivalent of ano
per year in this format. The co
lists total about 4,000 titles (about
sciences and 1,800 in the general co
pate this figure growing to 5,500.
brary is a depository for United
publications.

GRADUATE
FEES

I.

INSTRUCTION AL FEES F0
ACADEMIC YEAR**

Full-time Graduate Students:
Virginia residents, per year •
Non-residents, per year ....•
Part-time Graduate Students:
Virginia residents ...... .
Non-residents .......... ·
The tuition shown is for the
Educational costs are subject to
*This fee applies to all courses taken t
** Subject to change.
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sts of other commodities; there-

in t~ c~hanged for the academic year
.

sidence in Virginia is as follows:

~ ~ entitled to the admission priviIJaalred ed tuition charges, or any other
UC
d

by law only t o res1"dent s or c1•t•i-

~e in the state institutions of higher
a, ch person has been domiciled in, and
suan actual bona fide resident of Vir"od of at least one year prior to the
of the term, semester, or quarter for
privilege or reduced tuition charge
"ded that the governi~g boards o~ such
require longer periods of residence
up additional requirements for admitting

Fee. All students shall pay an appliof $10 upon application for admission.
not refundable. The check should be
e to Virginia Commonwealth Uniation. Full- and part-time students
after the official registration period
a late registration fee of $10.

re!~nd: A request for a refund shall
Wl'itmg to the dean of student services
request can be considered. The follow~verns the refund of room, board, and
9

a.

A . st~dent who fails to re .
m1ss10n to register will be
fund of tuition, room, and
vance.

b.

Students entering involun
of the United States will be
on a prorated basis.

c.

A student will be entitled to
ce.nt of his room, board, ancl
withdrawal before the end
the term (seven consecutive
the first day of classes) and
percent each week thereafter
the fourth calendar week. N
BE REFUNDED FOR WI
THE FOURTH CONSEC
WEEK OF THE TERM.
The actual date of withdrawal
the Office of the Dean of Stu
fu~d, when appropriate, will be
that. certified date.

POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES
FOR GRADUATE
WORK

Contracts for room and board (
ing contracts initiated during the
terms) are for a two-semester
voluntarily withdraws from the
halls without clearance from the
of Student Services but remains
will be responsible for full room
letting is not permitted. Exceptio
can be made only by the Office of
Services.

a

I.

a.

Degree recipients must have
grade point average of 3.0 (B

b.

A student who receives a
on more than 20 percent of
quired by the degree program
automatically from his pro

c.

10

tl·nuallY show acceptable pro· d m
· a program of
.conto be retame
vior

·es.

rnplete presupposes that the stuJDCO sing work on the completed
~rse but is unable to meet all
~ of the course by the end of the
of Incomplete should no~ be given
derstanding between the mstructor
nt The maximum time limit for
of ~n Incomplete for a course other
is the end of the semester followr (or summer session) in which
was incurred. At the end of the
llJllester, an unremoved grade of Inatically is changed to a grade of
ons to this procedure must be aptbe school or department chairman
endation of the instructor prior
limit and a statement filed with the
Incomplete on the thesis must, of
removed within the time allowed for
of the degree.
of at least half of the credits retbe student's program shall be those
u exclusively for graduate students;
at the 600 level or above.

ON CATALOG PROVISIONS
regulations set forth in this bulletin
statements regarding fees will appl~
ce. The right is reserv~d to make
!>f study, in fees, and in rules and
ng t~e conduct of the work in all
8 • m the faculty and staff, and
ttn of s~udents whenever university
expedient or wise to do so.
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The School of Arts and Sciencea
graduate degree programs:
M.S. in Biology
M.S. and Ph.D. in Chem·
M.S. in Mathematics
M.S. and Ph.D. in Psych
M.S. in Sociology and

No graduate credit for any course
until the applicant has been
degree program. The possible
for courses taken at Virginia C
sity and/ or elsewhere prior to
determined by the department in
dean.
Persons applying for admission to
programs listed above must:
1. Submit an application on fo

office of the dean, School of
applicant should follow caref
the forms.

12

two copies of an official transcript
~!e institution attended ~s an und~r
tw copies of an official transcnpt
lllunde~aken beyond the bach~lor's detr nscripts must be sent directly to
31 of Arts and Sciences, from the
=ded and copies will not be accepted
.,ucant.
uate Record Examination scores, inadvanced score in the area of specialty,
directly to the dean, School of Arts and
from the Educational Testing Service.

d

health certificate on the form furnished
t by the office of the dean, School of
'ences.

for three academic letters of recommenforms furnished the applicant) to be
to the dean, School of Arts and Sci-

will be considered in terms of the spe-

ts for admission noted in the descrip·vidual programs and of the applicant's
orm satisfactorily in the program for
applied. The judgment of that ability
on the supporting material submitted with
D. Final action on admission is taken by
of Arts and Sciences, in consultbe School
department concerned.
applications reach the university
lh~e
.i.or the fall semester and December 15
semester .sho1;1ld not expect their appli-

Process~d m time for registration. The

1Mbni application arrives late may be con-

th:~hn as a ~pecial student, but there is
e special student will be accepted
Program.

ot°!c!lf Biology offers a program leading
taJe;c~ degree. Areas of specialization
10 ogy, systematic biology, develop13

DEPARTMENT OF
BIOLOGY

mental biology, behavioral biology,
molecular biology, and comparative'
Degree candidates are required to
3~ ~emester hours of credit which
!11m1m~m of two and .a maximum of
m semmar, one to six credit hours
thesis, and a minimum of four lecture
of problems courses. Problems cou
electives but only nine credit hours
the degree requirement and only t
any one course number may be taken.
six graduate credit hours of work
tutions may be transferred if they
approval. Each student will be req
examination which will cover courae
search.
In addition to the general requirem
to graduate programs in the School
ences, the following requirements of
of Biology represent the minimum
for admission:
1. Thirty semester credits in und
2. Two years of college chemistry,
chemistry.
3. One year of college mathematias.
4. One year of college physics.
5. Three ·letters of recommendation
student's potential ability as a
biology.
6. Graduate Record Examination
those of the special biology ex
Provisional admission may be gran
cies exist. These deficiencies must
end of the first year of residence, d
student's application will pe r
which are remedial or designed .to
cies will not be accepted for credit
ment of the course requirements
degree.
Graduate Minor in Biology
A minimum of nine semester hours
and limited to no more than one
credits).
.

.

mast8r

*Students interested m pursuing a rtmellt
physiology should co~s~lt. the Depa of
Medical College of V1rgm1a Campus
University.
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ONS
Semester course; 3 lec.tur~ an_d 3 labo. · Prerequisite: 12 credits i!1 b11~logy. A
. : of the organism and the biological and

ta.
of the Fishes.. Semester ~o~rse; ~ lecbours. 4 credits. ~rereqms1te: Biology
th instructor. Evolution, taxonomy, strucof fishes ..Laborator~ work will intrips for the collection of specimens.

eeJogy

Anatomy. Semester course; 2 lecture and
4 credits. Prerequisite: Biology 208. Prepafll cells, tissues, and organs of seed plants.
Taxonomy. Semester course; 1 lecture
tory hours. 3 credits. Prere9uisite: Biology
ion of instructor. Systematic survey of the
'lies with emphasis on relationships. Some
ning local flora.
· tUm. Biology. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
credits in science, including 8 credits in biolission of the instructor. A presentation by
and demonstration s of the fundamentals of
ding the properties of radiation and the aptopes and tracer methodology to the biolognuclear medicine. Included are the biological
radiation on living systems and t he theor etupects of radiation protection.
'tology. Semester course; 3 lect ure and 3
4 cr~dits. Prerequisites: 14 credits in biology
9f the mstructor. A survey of the life cycles
parasite relationships, and general biolog;
fllOtic Eco.logy. First semester; 2 lecture and
4 cre~1ts. Prerequisites: 12 credits in biol-

!'f the mstructor. An ecological approach to

ca~. and biological study of fresh-water en-

particu~ar consideration given to the methods

evaluatmg water quality.
O..'th
l
1
4 ogy: Semester course; 3 lecture and 3
th c.redits. Prerequisites: Biology 101 102
r rol~ .mstthructor,. Basic biology of birds,' with
ID
e enV1ronment.
•malogy: semester course; 2 lecture and 3
4
Prerequisites: Biology 101 102
thec~editts.
Stu d y of the characteristics,
•
'
'b
' and ms
distructo
forms. n u 10n of mammals, with emphasis

°

r

Ecology S
, two a-d~ emeste~ course; 3 lecture and
field. t:ips required. 4 credits.
0/
labClrator
Permiss10n of the instructor. A
and dyna~·course concerned with the developclimate so\~sb~f plant communities and their
'
' iot1c, and historic factors.

Biology 400

15

BIOLOGY 520 Plant Physiology. Serneste
and 3 laboratory hours. 4 credits. Prere
or 208 and Chemistry 301-302. Cell 8
water relations; inorganic plant nutrition.
growth regulators.
•
BIOLOGY 522 Evolutio.n and Speciation.
lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite: B
alent. Study of evolutionary principles,
genetic and environmental factors leading
and small populations of plants and ani
anisms responsible for speciation.
BIOLOGY 529 Neuroanatomy. Second se
2 laboratory hours. 3 credits. Prereq
permission of the instructor. A study of
functional aspects of the centl"al and
terns of the human body.
BIOLOGY 535 Herpetology. Semester co
2 credits. Prerequisite: Biology 201 or
structor. A study of the phylogeny, n
tation of the amphibians and reptiles.

BIOLOGY 540 Quaternary Paleoecow1171.
lecture hours. 3 credits. Pre- or co
course in ecology. A survey of Quate
environments, and biotas. Ecological
within a temporal framework of the last
phasis is placed on methods available
reconstructing Quaternary environments.

BIOLOGY 570, 571 Selected Topics in B
es; 3 lecture hours. 3, 3 credits. Pre
208 or permission of the instructor. Sel
study in a specific area of botany.
BIOLOGY 582 Marine Biology. Semester
3 laboratory hours. 4 credits. Pre
or permission of the instructor: A l
course concerned with the working AP
ography and estuarine ecology.
fauna! and floral communities and
larly as they influence man and the en
BIOLOGY 600 Research and Th.eris.
and hours to be arranged. Indep:i
areas of systematics, environmen •
cellular, molecular biology, and comp

16

. ar

Semester courses. 1 credit. Indepen-

1 sr:~udy in selected areas of biology leading _to

an . by students. May be repeated for credit.
tat1on
Problems in Biology. Semester courses.
, 610 to be arranged. A course designed to provide
.!%r independenht ~esearch in any area of biology
p.tuate student t es1s area . .
12 Topics in Systematics. Semester courses.
:tudies of particular areas in systematic biology.
19Ctions may be offered.
614 Topics i~ Environm~ntal Biology.. Semester
credits. Studies of particular areas m environ• Concurrent sections may be offered.

Topics in Developrnencal and B ehavioral Bir courses. 3, 3 credits. Studies of particular
mental and behavioral biology. Concurrent secered.
618 Topics in Physiolof!Y· Se~ester courses. 3, 3
of particular areas m physiology. Concurrent
lie offered.
Plant Systematics. Semes~r course; 3 lecture
ta. Prerequisite: Biology 510 or a course in
• A lecture course in plant systematics. A study
methods for solving taxonomic and systematic
vascular plants.
616

Pll.11Biological Ecology. Semester course; 3 lectory hours. 4 credits. Prerequisites: Biology
ivalent. Studies of the physiological adjusttations made by organisms in response to their
Algal Ecology. Semester course; 2 lecture and
lloura. 4 credits. Prerequisite: Biology 414/514
- ' instructor. An ecological approach to the study
and marine algal. The identification, morpholand culture of major algae divisions. Review
re and discussion of selected topics in algal
offered on the MCV Campus which supplecourses are listed below. The School of Basic
uate Studies section of the MCV Campus bulconsulted for other courses that are available

ts.

Biochemistry
logy
of Metabolic Processes
Methods
EleeB_trlonics in Biology and Medicine
10 ogy

17

Human Genetics
504 Biochemical Genetics (506 Lab)
511 Cytogenetics. ( 513 Lab)
Microbiology
505 Immunobiology

DEPARTMENT OF Programs leading to the master of
CHEMISTRY
of philosophy degrees in chemistry
operation with the Department of
Chemistry and the School of Basic
uate Studies on the MCV Campus.
chemistry currently offered provide
concentrated study in either analyti
ganic, or physical chemistry. A plan ~
out individually for each student to iDS
for research. In keeping with the
mitment as an urban institution, the
offers part-time programs leading to
ence degree and doctor of philosophy
In general, admission is open to stud
a bachelor's degree in chemistry or a
from an accredited coll.:ige or uni
earned 30 semester credits in che •
of Basic Sciences and Graduate S
the MCV Campus bulletin should be
requirements for admission to the
chemistry and for the M.S. and Ph.
ments.
Admission forms for graduate study
for fellowships and assistantships are
quest by writing to the Department of
ginia Commonwealth University, 90
Street, Richmond, Virginia 23220.
be filed early to permit adequate
tion. All students will be notified of

CHEMISTRY 504 Advanced Organic C
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credi~. An In
tain free radical and ionic reacbio~clll
on electronic effects and stere~
reactions. Classical vs. nonclasstcal
Hammett equation are discussed.
CHEMISTRY 510 Atomic and M~IMnllM'
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.

18

t ms and molecules. Approximate
trnent ~f fa nos as well as experimental methods
I calcu a 1 cular structure are discussed.
oat;on of mo e
I Analytical Chemistry.
Semester
Adva 71 ce~ credits. Theories and principles in. hours~hniques such as spectrometry, electrocal tet.
· n non-aqueou s solvents, and chrntitra 10n s 1

f

d Organic Chemistry II.
Semester
Ailv~nce3 credits. An integrated study of the
hOUI S.
.
t"
.
h mi stry of orgamc reac ions an d th e1r
ter~oc s~nthesis. Emphasis is placed on addirg~nic e. actions car ban ions, carbenes, and other
!<8t1on r
·•
iates.
Pit sicctl Organic Chemistry. S~me_ster course;
y di"ts The theory and apphcat10n of phys3 ere
. o f . organic
· ~o~pounc Is.
the
study• ·of the behav1m·
· elude homogeneous kinet1.cs, equ1hbna, ac1clthe quantitative correl'.1t1on of structure. and
1 apply to the understanding of the mechani s ms

.;:d

ons.
Mrthods of" Structural Dctcrminat ion in (h·Semeste1; course; 3 lecture hours; 3 creclits.
ratory problems illustrating the. application of
alytical techniques for the solving of organic
Chnnicrrl Thermodynamics. Semester course;
3 credits. The study of the laws of thermoir application to pure phases, solutions, and
Semester course; 3 lecits. A study of the rates and mechanisms of
rate theory, kinetic theory of gases,
Advanced Inorganic
Chemistry. Semester
re hours. 3 credits. A study of the periodic
elements with an emphasis on nuclear struc' inorganic nomenclature, atomic and molecu~nding, reaction mechanisms, and a survey
physical techniques of inorganic chemistry.
SJ?f!cial Topics. Semester course; 1-4 credits.
;bth depar.tment chairman. Lectures, tutorial
rary assignments in selected areas of adava1lable in other courses or as part of the
May be repeated for credit.

Cl&emistry

Seminar.

Semester

course;

1

~u reports that are presented by students,

di

rers, current problems and developments
lleUssed. May be repeated for credit.

':h:earch.

Semester course· 1-12 credits. ReM.S. and Ph.D. degree.' May be repeated

19

Addional courses offered on the MCV Campus
our graduate courses are listed below. SehOOl
and Graduate Studies section of the Mey
should be consulted for other courses that
graduate students.
Chemistry and Pharmaceutical Chemistry
402 Organic Pharmaceutical Chemistry
503 Organic Pharmaceutical Chemistl')' (
622 Stereochemistry
632 Heterocyclic Chemistry
Biochemistry
503 General Biochemistry
Biophysics
522 Circuit Design and Analysis
601 X-Ray Crystallography

DEPARTMENT OF The Department of Mathematical Sci
MATHEMATICAL
gram leading to a master of science
SCIENCES
eral possible areas of specialization.
The program offers maximum flexi
each student, in consultation with his
mittee, to design a course of study w
velop his competence in those areas
his scholarly and professional obj
gram consists of a minimum of 30
of which at least half must be at the
is required. Each student will be
written qualifying examination and
tion on his research. In addition to the
ments for admission to graduate p
of Arts and Sciences, the following
the Department of Mathematioal
the minimum acceptable standards f°"
1. Thirty semester credits in und
matics, of which at least 18
must represent upper-level
2. Three letters of recommenda
the student's potential abili
student in mathematics.
3. Graduate Record Examination
those of the special mathem
Provisional admission may be gran
cies exist. These deficiencies must be
end of the first year of residence, or •
alent at which time the student's
re-ex~mined. Courses which are
to remove deficiencies will not be
toward the fulfillment of the coune
the master's degree.

20

d" g to the Master of Science Degree
10 in Mathematics

Lea

Credits
· I Sciences · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

:~ both semesters of a
: 1 continuous cour~e) .

tical Sciences or Alhed Field

*

18

6-9

Credits* ...................... . 3-6
(minimum) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

30

CE 601 Data Structures. Semester course; 3
3 credits. Prerequisites: Computer Sc~ence 202
c concepts of data. List structures, strmgs, and
ntation of trees and graphs. Storage systems
storage allocation and collection. Multilinked
bol tables, search techniques, and sorting techspecification of data structures.
CE 503 Programming Languages.
Semester
re hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: Computer
d 301. Formal definition of programming lanspecification of syntax and semantics. Precepnfix and postfix notation. Global properties of
langu~ges. Sub-routines, co-routines, and tasks.
, string manipulation, data description, and sims. Run-time representation of program and
CE 604 Compiler
Construction.
Semester
re hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: Computer
d 403. Review of program language structures,
"ng, execution, and storage allocation. Compilaupressions and statements. Organization of a
of compiler writing languages and bootstrapping.
CE 505 Computer
Organization.
Semester
re hours. 2 laboratory hours. 4 credits. Preputer Science 202 and 301. Basic digital ciralgebra an? combinational logic, data represenler, and_ d1git_a l arithmetic. Digital storage and
f~nc~1.ons, mput-output facilities, system orrehab1hty. Description and simulation techneede<l for multiprogramming, multiprocesssystems. Other advanced topics and alternate

I08 J>!nterm;e?iate Probability Theory. 3 lecture
ferequ1s1tes: Mathematics 202, 309. Fun-

-~ ~~e theory of probability. Random vari-

1s~ributions. Moments and moment genundctions of random variables special proban their applications.
'

F

1

21

50D futrod1t('fioll t T
3 lecture hou 1·s. ;3 ~redit' p 1. " 0
-·
ereq ·
equivalent. Foundations and funda Ut
topology. Topological spaces m t ~en
pings, homeomorphisms.
'
e rte
MATHEMATIC:;

MATHEMA~ICS 510 /11troductio1t to Al
ter course, 3 lecture hour s. 8 credits p
401 . and 509. Barycentric coordinat~i1
cham groups, homology groups of cC:
of polytopes, elementary applications. rn
MATHEMATICS 511
Applied Linear Al
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisi g
310. The alegbra of matrices, the theo
v~ctor spaces, .and the. basic results conce
eigenvalues, with particular attention to
MATHEMATICS_ 512 lntrocli!cf iou to C01N
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. p
407 .or 311. .The a!gebra a.nd geometry
alyt1c funct1ons, mtegration series co
lytic continuation, conformal mappin'g.

515 N~merica/ A11af1JBia
lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite.
Computer Science 302. Solutions of e
approximations, numerical differentiati
numerical solution of initial value p
ential equations. Selected algorithm
solution on computers.
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS 516 Numerical Anal11rit
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisi
515. The solution of linear systems
methods, matrix inversion, the evaluati
the calculation of eigenvalues and eige
plication to boundary value problems
equations. Introduction to the numerical
ferential equations. Selected algorithms
solution on computers.
MATHEMATICS 517-518 Methods of A
tinuous course; 3-3 credits. Prerequisite
tor analysis, matrices, complex analyllia,
gendre and Hermite polynomials. Fo
forms, integral equations, partial ditJ
ary-value .a nd initial-value problems.

520 Game Theory aftd
mester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 c
matics 310. The mathematical basis f1l
programming. Matrix game~, linear i
the minimax theorems in lmear P
methods, and applications.
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS 601-602 Abstract A
course· 3 lecture hours. 3-3 credits.
401 and 402. A study of algebraic st
rings, and fields), Galois theory,. ~om
direct products, direct decompos1t1on1,
free algebras, varieties of algebras.
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uccd J'rnbaliilif!J Thcur!J. Continu_fi04 Atlvn 'j 0 credits. Prerequisites: Matheurt' hours., t·~~ 513 or Biometry 545. A mea3 or Stathis 1theor/ of probability. Borel seb,
' h to Rt e dom vana
· bl es. S pecia
· l t op1cs
· m·
pro111·
ures and .· an modes of convergence and eletic functions ,
c processes.
1 Analusis I, II. Continuous course;
7.1iO . 'a Prerequisites: Mathematics 407 and
s-3 credits. 1 Lebesque measure, functions of
un.hcr sy~te~i'on and integration, the L" spaces,
, differend 1fiilbert spaces, general measure theanach an .
.. I
tieltjes 1nteg1 a .
'

R·

,
T Jil' ill Topology. Continuous course;
-hlO d't:/ Prerequisites: Mathematics 50H and
3-3 crefr~n; among homology and c~homology
ted
·t·ies gTaph theory, topological sem1·'
·
nt propelS topological
vector spaces, an d t opo l group.,
•12 Complex Analysis I, II. Continuous
llh-h _ 3-3 credits. Prerequisite: Mathematics
our>.
· ·
functions,
analyt1c1ty,
.Cauc h Y ' s th eorem an d
Taylor and Laurent senes., p~les and. residues,
Riemann
.
gat ton,
. surfaces, per1od1c functions, con, and applications.

Stochastic. Processes. . . Continuous
Prereqms1tes: Mathell03, or 514, or Biometr~ 545. Introduction to
applications of stochastic processes. Ran.dom
sses queuing theory, renewal theory, birth'on pro~esses. Time series, spectral analysis,
lation . (Offered in conjunction with the bio3-614

re hours. 3-3 credits.

t.)

17-618 Applied Mathemtics I, II. Continuous
hours. 3-3 credits. Prequisites: Mathematics
'al differential equations; equations of Helmand Poisson; the diffusion equation, integral
Green's function methods, calculus of variation,
eigenfunctions by variational methods, integral
Im and Volterra equations, Fredholm and Hil'es.

9 Operational Methods. Semester course; 3
credits. Prerequisites: Mathematics 407 and
methods applied to existence theory, explicit
s of mathematical physics distributions of
lfand-Silov; kernel theore~s of Schwartz
ork of quantum field theory.
'
Theory of Partial Differential Equations.
• 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites:
f/IJian: 407-408. qiassification of partial differenp !c, hyperboh~, and parabolic equations: potques of solvmg various partial differential
ons to electromagnetism and solid mechan-
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MATHEMATICS 621 Boun<lary Value Prob
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite· II
Survey of boundary value problems
t!ons such as Galerkin',~ method and the
tion to heat transfer, fluid mechanics, and

app

691-692 Research and Th. ·
1-3 <:r~dits per course. C:r:edits and hou~
requisite:. graduate sitan~mg. Independent
m the wntmg of the required thesis as deserf

MATHEMATICS

513-514 Mathematical Stati.atica
3 lecture hours. 3-3 credits. Prerequisiu;.
Probability, discrete and continuous distri •
erating functions, li:r_nit theorems, estimati
and testmg hypothesis, relationshiops in a : :
ables, linear models, and design.
STATISTICS

Additional courses offered on the MCV c
ment our graduaite courses are listed below
Sciences and Graduate Studies ~ection of the
letin should be consulted for other courses
to graduate students.
Biometry
Stochastic Processes and Time Series
Advanced Probability

DEPARTMENT OF
PSYCHOLOGY

The Department of Psychology offers i
ing to the degrees of master of scien
philosophy in clinical psychology and
chology. The department also offers
master of science in psychology with e
seling, educational, or industrial psy
The doctoral program in clinical psy
the student for research and service
area. The doctoral program in gen
prepares the student for either basic
search in physiological, learning, devel
psychology. Both doctoral programs
nities for selected students interested
ing to obtain special training and
activity. All the masters' programs p
for additional graduate study. The
in clinical, counseling, educational, and
chology also prepare students for
areas.
The department maintains a number o
ratories, an animal colony, a shop, and
support facilities. The Psyc;hological
operated by the department, is located
serves as a clinical practicum f acilitr.
An outstanding_collection of current j
in psychology is housed in the James
24

d mic Campus and in the Tompkins-

tJte .A~~ :he MCV Campus.

clting assistantships are available. The

tea . nd is dependent upon the amount
the ~ti~e Award of an assistantship also
u1.re ·.of the out-of-state portion of the
·ss1on
__ required to complet.e the ~orehcu~r1icu
including prosemmar.s m p ys10 ~g
d~velopmental, pe~sonahtr, and ~o~ial
'
ell as courses m apphed statistics,
~gn and professional problems. Re:Of d or lower in i:iore t?an one of the
core curriculum d1squahfies a student
tile graduate study. Additional courses will
consultation with an advisor appropriate
8 field of interest.
must complete all requirements for a
n a seven-year period from the date of
to the program.
required to pass a comprehensive exammaster's level and a preliminary examdoctoral level.
uirements include:

...its

'd

on with a bachelor's degree from an accollege or university, but not necessarily
·or in psychology.
hours of undergraduate course work in
which must include each of the follow: general psychology, applied statistics,
imental psychology. Exceptionally wellapplicants without sufficient work in the
be permitted to complete the undergradurequirements at the beginning of their
udy program.
aduate record indicating superior acatial.
performance on the Miller Analogies

~Graduate Record Examination, includ-

1.al psychology examination.

of recommendation from previous
required at the dis-
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App~ica~ion forms for admission t.o
application forms for assistantsh ·
describing the special programs ofPl,
above are available on request front
committee of the department. Appll
filed early to permit adequate revi
consideration. The number of student.a
mitted is limited by the facilities ancl
All students will be notified of the d

Transfer credits for graduate work
tions will be evaluated after the
semester hours in the department.
The residence requirement for the
normally 18 hours in two semesters
program usually requires three .or fo
The residence requirement for the d
normally 36 hours in four semesters
the program usually requires thr~ or fi
0

A doctoral student must select a mi
lines other than psychology.
Practicum and internships will be
these additional skills are consistent
emphasis of the student's program.
will vary depending on the program.
be without credit.
Before undertaking his dissertation,
candidate will be required either to
reading knowledge in two foreign la
onstrate a reading knowledge in one
and proficiency in applied statistics.
All master of science degree candi
to complete a thesis and to defend it
an oral examination. A dissertation
ning, completion, and defense of an
project is an integral part of the d

COURSE
PSYCHOLOGY 501 Physiological Psycho"lo •
lecture hours. 3 credits. Data from the
physiology are presented and their !mplic
are discussed. Structure and function of
system, the internal environment, reft~es,
and the physiological viewpoint are studied.
PSYCHOLOGY 506 Perception. Second
hours. 3 credits. Historical development
lems in psychology. A survey of early and
perceptual theories and related research
on visual perception.
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l Psychology. 3 lecture hours. 3
Ab11onna f ersonality is discussed with emc1evel0Pn:ent t~ rrfa1adjustment. Le~tures and readrs leading
ups of emotional disorders of both
Methods of assessing and
5 yniptom ~roorigin.
d organic
d
all d s are surveye ·
clisor er
· Psychology. 3 lecture hours. 3
&OS Forensi~he motivation of criminal behavior
a11aJysis. of d"sorder· types of crime and the perbo)ogical ~nile delinquency and criminals; psytio!' offJ~:wbreakers, habitual offenders, crimy_s1s 0 eatment in prison; psychology of sexual
cal. ttr and alcoholics as lawbreakers.
add1c s,
I ology of Personality. First semester;
I09 Psydc.tis Contributions of psychology to study
1 •
·
·
. 3 ere
f human
personality;
meamng
an d app l"1cading 0 pts in description of personality dynamnt conce
· emo t·ions,
· al analysis of man; h.1s b as1c
Jogicnd their meanings; sources of personality
ips a of current
.
.
uat'ion
personal"1ty th eones.

I0'1

First semes~er; may
nd semester; 3 l~cture . hours. 3 cre~1ts. The
f )earning are reviewed in terms of their usefulnrbt of current research findin~s. _The application
pfoblems of laboratory results 1s discussed.

IJO Principles of Learning.

Ill Survey of Psychological Tests.

Semester
and 2 laboratory hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite:
4. Concepts in psychological ~easurement and a
only used group tests; testing procedures and
rlying these tests; tests of intelligence, aptitude,
Interest, and personality critica~ly exam!ned; probed for selecting and evaluating specific group

116 Comparative Psychology.

Second semester;
. 3 credits. Survey of methods and results of
lmal behavior. Evolution of behavior and intellicontrol of behavior and higher mental processes

124 Occupational Information and Job Analysis.
; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Survey of research
and vocational development. Methods of develnal and educational information and its use in
127 Psychology of the Handicapped. First sere. hours .. 3 credits. A survey of the handiw1th particula~ emphasis on the mentally recerebra! palsied, and hard-of-hearing; extent
the handicap; psychological and emotional as' treatment, and rehabilitation.
l!8 Mental' Hygiene 'in the Classroom. 3 lecture
ta. A hehav10ral analysis of common problems
the elementary school classroom.

l&lco~:dustrial Safety. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits .
. 1se offered each semester. A comprehensive
ta'!~ est!;d methods for the control and prevenap
to the need of business and industry.
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PSYCHOLOGY 541 Selection and Claa ·
ter; 3 lectur.e hours. 3 credits. Stud
of psychological tests used in industJ !
fication such as interviews and persona}
PSYCHOLOGY 550 Psychology of the M
semester; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits A
analysis is undertaken of problems ·in
mentally ret:irded, inclu.ding those rela
mental deficiency, classification and
testing, cau~al factors, training and
~ental de.fi~1ency to parents, instit"ution
s10nal trammg for workers in the area.
PSYCHOLOGY 551 Hi.story and Systema of
ter course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
logical ideas and theories emphasizing the
tionships of major viewpoints and sysf.ema
to the present.
PSYCHOLOGY 601 Behavior Modificatiur&.,
credits. Prerequisites: graduate standiq
consent of instructor. Group and individuil
general areas will be emphasized·
counterconditioning and extinction' p
positive and negative control; self-control
modeling and role-playing as change
feedback and cueing procedures.
PSYCHOLOGY 603 Developmental Procn1.._
credits. Applications of scientific methoda
child. Special attention is given to ma
in early childhood and to cognitive, social,
opment from early childhood to adole
also given to behavior theory and theories of
apply to the infant and the child.
PSYCHOLOGY 604 Social Psychology of B
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credi
influence of organizational structure on
include motivation, attitudes, job satisf
ship, and supervision.

au

PSYCHOLOGY 605 Advanced Vocati011al
ance. · Second semester; lectures and
cent developments in theory, research, and
counseling psychology.

607 Advanced Educatimlal
semester; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. App
ciples of psychology to the teach~ng-le
sion will focus on the comprehensive devel
learning experiences and educationa;l .Pr
of view of the educator and the administrator.
PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY 608 Individual Tests of I
hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: graduate
ugy and consent of instructor. Th~
h•terpretation, and researc~ foundatIC?DB of
ual tests of intelligence, with emphasis OD
and the Stanford-Binet.
PSYCHOLOGY 609 Methodology and Reu
semP.ster · occasionally offered first se
laborato;y hours. 3 credits. Efficient and
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.
:xperiments; multivariate analysis
-1101ogical etric tests; generalized tests of sig~J;on-parteam~es to permit adequate analysis of
•
stra gi

. . l Assessment I.

Semester course; 3

Ill Cli71;tca Prerequisites: graduate standing in

I credf~onsent of instructor. Major obj~ctive
~
ma e assessment methods are mtensfandpoint of research foundations
from
~ew methods are presented. Emphasis
9'1litf· In~erof data from test and non-test sources,
analysis
. .
" report writing.
· · al Assessment II. Semester course;
Q4 Clindi~ts Prerequisites: graduate standing in
3cred1 Co• nsent of instructor. Th e a d.
"tramm1s
· t"1ve personal"t
terpretation of proJec
1 y t·es t s,
. an
and
Rorschach and TAT. Integration of pro. . : 85 ea basis for decisions in the psychological

brain-t:

U!

f

111 p 111 chopathology. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.

nt of instructor. Clinical and experimental
:'1:he field of psychopathology, with particular
roles of learning and motivation in the devel·or disorders.

3 lecture hours. 3

alll Seminar in Learning. Semester course; 3
hours. 3 credits. The major problem areas,
d theories of learning are reviewed. Included
t techniques, drive and reinforcement, conditionad other cognitive processes.

all Selected Topics.

Semester course; 3 lecturePrerequisite: consent of instructor.
, and techniques in specialized topics of curan presented. May be repeated.

s credits.

121 Seminar in Motivation.

First semester; 3
3 credits. A survey of some theoretical views
Biological, cultural personality and learning
"vation will be covered. Theoretical positions
to current empirical findings.

8

Counseling and Psychotherapy. First semeshours. 3 credits. Prerequisite : consent of inloration of major trends in psychotherapeutic
current r~sarch. Principles of therapy applied
IOdal, .vocational, and educational problems.
825 Pro-Seminar I. First semester; 4 lecture
ta.f (May be o.ffe:r;ed second semester if required.)
or the .beg:m.n:m!f graduate student, emphasizples of the scientific method learning and conand physiological, ~ognitive processes
oafrativeh
psyc ology.
'
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PSYCHOLOGY 626 Pro-Sem'inar /[
S
hours. 4 credits. Prerequisite: P;ych:icond
of Pro-Seminar I, but with emphasis ogy
psycholog;r', personality, complex modes onf
and theories of measurement in these ar 0
eas.
PSYCHOLOGY 627 Advanced Statistic 8 F·
ally offered se_cond semester; 2 lectur·e h~~t
h.ou_r s. 3. credits .. A. survey of descriptive
t1s~1cs ~1t~ apph~~t10ns of significance Qls .
est1mat10n m empirical and experimental reae
PSYCHOLOGY 629 Biological
Basis of B
course; 2 lecture-seminar hours. 2 laborato
Theory and current experimental research l'J
and neurological concomitants of behavioral on

Social P~ychology. Sem
3 credits. Topics inclu
mfluence processes, person perception aftili
tion, _group processes, cultural influenc; 11 on
form1ty.
PSYCHOL?GY

630

~ure-semmar hours.

635-636 Practicum I and II 3
uate student is placed in an agency or in"sti
perience appropriate to his field of speci
to graduate students in counseling and in
who have been approved by their program
available to clinical students. All practicum
under the supervi sion of an approprite facul
as qualified persons in the agencies or instituti
PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY 637 Seminar in Research Pro
second semesters; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
vestigation of a specialized research area.
delayed response problems in primates, s
tion in the treatment of phobias, effects of
learning. Emphasis on techniques and or
empirical findings and theoretical formulati
for repeated credit.
PSYCHOLOGY 639 Instrumentation and Cire11it
vioral Science. Second semester; 2 lecture
hours. 3 credits. A basic course in the desi
of electrical and electronic circuits used in
Both data collecting and environmental p
will be covered.
PSYCHOLOGY 640, 641, 642, 643, 644 Clinical
and second semesters; 1-3 credits; maximum
lowed. The graduate student in clinical ps
opportunity to apply and practice intervi
therapeutic skills with clients requiring ps
Careful supervision and evaluation of the
The practicum may be located in a clin}c ~
hospital or other agency off campus. Ava1labli
students in clinical psychology approved by thia
committee.
PSYCHOLOGY 671 Readings and Researcl.
1-3 credits. Individual study leading .to the
particular problem in systematic fashion un
of a member of the faculty. May be repea
of nine credits.
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. t Problems in Psy~hology. First seCur7en1 credit. A discus_s10n o~ some ~f the
hoU!-. est to psychologists with particular
o~ interblication, professional organizations,
,dent1fic pu

nt of Sociology and Anthropology offers
._'ding to the master of science degree with
in theory, methodology, criminology and
vior, complex organiza~ion, indust!ial socal sociology, urban sociology, family, and
phy.
lied in the graduate program in sociology
select one of three graduate program deIeading to a M.S. degree in sociology. The
described below, are differentiated by
~is. and pre-Ph.D. reauirements.

Com preOther
hensive
Exam Requirements
Required Thesis nroposal defense,
submission
of acceptable
thesis
601, 602, Required Acceptable
608
public presentation of
a research
proposal
601, 602, Required six hours of
608, 622
acceptable
transferable
graduate
credit in approved
courses taken
while enrolled
in any approved Ph.D.
program.
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DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIOLOGY
AND
ANTHROPOLOGY

Thesis Option:
The thesis option is primarily d
dents who plan to enroll in a d
wish to ~ain fi:st-J:and exposure
cess. This option is also rec
who plan to enter fields where ev
of. research ~s essential. Students
will be reqmred to publicly defend
thesis: Th~ function of the defense
dent identify problems in their
to improve the quality of their thes
change of ideas.
Non-Thesis Option:
The non-thesis option is primarily
students who do not anticipate go·
ter's degree in terms of formal edu
may be appropriate for students
on a teaching career in a comm
college, or secondary school. Indivi
ployed full-time in public or private
find this program suitable. Stude
tion are required to publicly de:i
search project before the departme
this defense is to insure that stu
quate appreciation of the research
Pre-Ph.D. Option:
The pre-Ph.D. track is designed to
ress of students who are definitely
ing a doctorate in sociology or a rela
who elect this track must demons
achievement in required courses
to gain as much exposure to on-goiq
sible while enrolled at VCU.
Transfer Credit:

\

SOCIOLOGY 548

DRUG DEPENDENCll:

macological Aspects. ~emester coura;· I
its. Prerequisites: Sociology 101 or
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Th. course will treat the behavioral
iJlstructor. dr~sgs and the impact of. drugs and
eff~cts of a sociological pomt ?f v1~w. Inter..,ciet1es from urse will involve primarily the deaature, the ~nd sociology I anthropology.
;.i,arJllSCOlogy
.
,...Principles of Sociology. 3 lecture
Adva11ced hensive analysis of the concepts and
A compr~erstanding society and culture as
for un and structures operant within these
al processes

d Methods of Social Research. 3 lec1 Ad~ancePrerequisites : Sociology 214 and 320
credits. h s a systematic process involving for1e5ea{c design of the research, field operation,
prob em,lysis of data, and preparation of the
an1ls~n~onsidered are critical. analyses of c1:1rinistration of .research proJects, and the s1grc:h to social act10n.
St111inar in Sociologica.l Theory. ? . lecture
. A gradua~ level semmar emphas1zmg conoJogical theories.
Seminar in Population .studies. 3 ~ectu~e hours.
is of fertility, morta.hty, and .m1gr~t1on fro~
hie perspective. Special '.l-ttention will be pa~d
determinants of demographic processes and their
ps.
Seminar in Industrial Sociology. 3 lecture hours.
ftcant trends in industrialization and its impact
'ally in the United States.
Seminar in Minority Group Relations. 3 lecture
Accommodation and assimilation of racial, relllmic minority groups in relation to the dominant
Advanced Statistical Methods. 3 lecture hours.
isites: Sociology 214 and 320 or equivalent.

of statistical methods related to sociological reltatistical techniques include correlation and reple correlation, and multiple regression, t test,
y analysis of variance, non-parametric statisti1111ecially PRE measures.
Seminar in the Family. 3 lecture hours. 3
of contemporary family life with an emphasis
of social change. Consideration of current famproblems.
C~plex Organizations. Semester course; 3 lec~1ts. A study of complex organizations in so1s on the determinants and effects of organiza-

and process.

Studi~s i'!'- the Community.

3 lecture hours.
of the community with emphasis
_ur an d.evelopment and growth. The inter- . . tiatc~l, social~ and economic geographic units .
.........,r ive plannmg and control.
0 rrarubat1.0n

poll

Seminad": in
· t h e Sociology
·
of Deviant Behavior.
3
and pc~bl1 ts. The n.ature and functions of deviems of social control.
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Social ?tratification. 3 lect
its. An mdepth :inalys1s of status differenti
social class, prestige, and power).
SOCIOLOGY 613

SOCIOLOGY 614 Se~inar 'in the Sociology of
ture hours. 3 credits. A sociological ana]y..aa social institution.
SOCIOLOGY 61? Semina_r in. Mass Commu1&'
hours. ? c;ed1ts. A_ soc10_log1c~l analysis of
and their mterrelat10nsh1ps with social syste
tional development. Special emphasis on m
of social and cultural change. (Some theoretl
sociology is recommended.)
SOCIOLOGY 616, 617 Independent Study GU
credits per semester. Prerequisites: consent
and the graduate program committee. A m
its may be submitted toward the master's decree.
SOCIOLOGY 622 Theory Construction. 3 ]
its. A consideration of recent social theorists
is placed on the logic of theory construction.
SOCIOLOGY 630 Social Psychology. Semester
hours. 3 credits. Discussion and investigation
psychological issues in sociology, as well . .
innovative methodology applied to these issues.
SOCIOLOGY 645 The Sociology of Health. a11d
hours. 3 credits. An examination of soci
health and illness and the influence of social
ery and rehabilitation. Special attention
methodology found in current studies.

Topical Seminar. Se
ture hours. 3 credits. Seminars on current
of sociological and anthropological interest.
SOCIOLOGY 698, 699

SOCIOLOGY 701, 702

repeated.
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Thesis.

1-3 credits per
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and Assistant Dean, Sc
B.S., M.S., University of Richmond;
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JEFFREY, JACKSON E. (1962) ... . A1111ocit&U
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univeni
tificate in Physical Therapy, Medical
Virginia Commonwealth University;
technic Institute and State University,
lege of Virginia of Virginia Common
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and Acting Chairmat1., D
B.S. Wisconsin State University; 11.S.,
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0
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sity.
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~~ Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

UK

J. (1968) ........... . Assistant ProJ.essor
of Biology

College; Ph.D., University of Illinois.

E (1969) ............... Assistant Professor
·
ity of Washington;
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Ph.D., University of

(1962) . ............ . Professor of Chemistry
Polytechnic Institute and State University;
ity of Virginia.
, (1969) .... . Assistant Professor of Chemistry
University; Ph.D., Rensselaer Polytechnic In-

(1940, 1946) .......... . Professor of Chemistry
ty of North Carolina; M.A., Duke University;
lty of North Carolina.
F. (1967) .............. . Assistant Professor
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ilL
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Ph.D., University of
. . Assistant Professor
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,.. 1rgmia.
'
· ··

U ·

·
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.
Professor

of Chemistry
University of Ten-

a J. a(1972)
.
·: · · · · · · · p rofessor of Chemistry
d
n Un. ChCfirman, Department of Chemistry
mversity; Ph.D., Kansas University.
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ALLAN,

RiCIL\.llD

E. (l~J72) ... .. .

....

B.S., Samford University. MA
Ph.D., Georg2 Peabody Colie;e: ·•
BERGLUND, JOllN F. (1972) .........•
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan Univer~ity; :
COHEN, STEPHEN B. (1968) ......... • •
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Ari
FARLEY, REUBEN W. (1968) ........ . . .
0
B.S., Randolph-Macon College; !'II.A
Tennessee.
GLYNN,WILLIAM A. (1968)

of .'Hathnnafi.cal
Dt·p111·f111n1t

B.S., Northwestern Univer~ity; 0
State University.
KANG, ANDY N. ( l!J72) ....... ...... .•
B.S., National Taiwan UniverNit;r
California at Berkeley.
MINTON, PAUL D. (HJ72)
of Mathematical S
D<'a11,

Srlt

B.S., M.S., Southern Methodist U
Carolina State University
MORRIS, J. RICHARD (1%9) ...... .....•
0

B.S., M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Ina
sity; M.A., Ph.D., University of Ala
NEWBURG, EDWARD A. (1970) ... , ....•

B.S., M.S., Purdue University; Ph.fl
RAYCHOWDHURY, PRATIP N. (1969) .. ••••
0

B.S., University of Calcutta; B.
M.S., Brigham Young University;
ton Un iversity.
SANSING, RAYMOND C. (1972) .. . ....•••

o/

B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Southern Meth
SCHEDLER DAVID A. (1969) . ... .. ... · · •

'

ol

B.S., M.S., Oklahoma State Uni
W ashington University.
SCHWABAUER, ROBERT J. (l!J70) · · · · · • ~i
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Univer~ity of Neb
THEDFORD WILLIAM A. (HJ70) · · · · · · · ·
'

0

B.S., M.S., Oklahoma State Univel"lll
State University.
WOOD, JAMES A. (1969) · · · · · · · · · .... ~i
B.S., Georgetown University: M.S
Virginia.
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Associa ~ M s Richmond Profes• College•
· ., ·
"t
d Hcnr)
t Virginia Umvers1 y.
ph.D .• Wes
968 ) .... Associate Professor
O!t5!t-l!)Gl) ( 1
of PsY_chology
Ph.D., Columbia Umvers1ty.
.,.c· A.M.,
.
l
oII e,.. '
.. . Professor of Psycho '?gy
I. · · · · · · · ~: · B A. M.S., San Francisco
f an Mate ~a State University.
pb.D .. Louisia
... Assistant Professor
(1969) · · · · · · · · · · ·
of Psychology
. . M s Ph.D. Rutgers UniverUnivers1ty • · "
'
Associate Professor of PsY_chol?gy
PhD Florida State Umvers1ty.
· .,
U DI
istant Professor of Psychology
(197~) fssHouston · Ph.D., University of
afvers1 ty o
•
Professor
of Psychology
·t of Miami· Ph.D., Duke University.
vers1 Y
'
.
. ......... Assistant Professor
968 )
(1
······
of Psychology
of Vermont; M.A., North Carolina State;
tate University.
(1968) ......... . _.P:ofessor of Psychology
University of Virgmia.
·~A (1968) .... ..... . Assistant Professor
·
.
of Psychology
College; M.A., College of William and Mary;
University.
.
(1970) ..... Assistant Pr?fess'?r of Psychology
University; Ph.D., Umvers1ty of Nebraska.
Ja. (1966) ............ . Assistant Professor
of Psychology
ts College; M.A., Catholic University;·
University.
, (1971) .............. . Assistant Professor
of Psychology
State University; Ph.D., State University
at Buffalo.
P. (1972) ........... Assistant Professor
of Psychology
State University; B.D., Southern Methodist
.S., Ph.D., University of Georgia.
1971) .... . Assistant Professor of Psychology
Presbyterian College; M.S., Ph.D., University

Jl66l·versity·
.. ·: ·

A

0.

(1972) ............... . Assistant Professor

U ·

.
of Psychology
111vers1ty; Ph.D., Louisiana State University.
(1970) ._ .... ......... Professor of Psychology
Chairman of the Department of Psychology
ater College; M.A., Ph.D., University of

PIL

(1~5~. · · · · ....... . Professor of Psychology
0 S tchmond; M.S., North Carolina State
·• yracuse University.
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TIPTON, ROBERT M. (1965) .....

·····

B:S.,_ ~.S., Master's Certifica •
Virgm1a Commonwealth U ~Ill
Missouri.
nive

Department
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and
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BLANKENSHIP, RALPH L. (1971) ... • •
B.A., . Ui;iversity of Northern I
of Illmo1s.
OW
DIANA, LEWIS (1968) .... .. ... .
A .B., Harvard University· MA··
burgh.
' · .,
FRANCES, ALBERT S. (1970) .. ... .•••
B.~., Univei:sity of Madrid (Sp
Oviedo (Spam); Ph.D., University
JARMON, CHARLES (1972) ..........• •

B.S., M.S., North Carolina Central
Ph.D., State University of New Yo
KNIPE, EDWARD E. (1969)
B.A., M.A., University of Ari
Kentucky.
McGRATH, JOHN H., III (1971) ..... •
of Sociology
of S
B.A., Albright College; M.A. P
University.
'
MEDNICK, MELVIN (1972) ..........••
B.A., M.A., Temple University;
cago.
MILLER, MICHAEL J. (1970) ......... .
B.S., M.A., University of Louisvi
Kentucky.
MURPHY BERNARD (1969) ... . Assistf.1111
B.A'. St. Mary's University; II
Ph.D., Wayne State University.
NELSON, LYNN D. (1972) ....... · · • • •
B.A., Abilene Christian College;_
bama; Ph.D., Ohio State University.
SCHWARTZBAUM, ALLAN M. (1972) · • • •
B.A., Harpur College, State Uni
Binghamton; M.S., Ph.D_., Cornell
dustrial and Labor Relations.
SINGH, B. KRISHNA (1969). · · · · · · • • • • •
B.Sc. (ag.), University of Gori
versity of Bhagalpur; M.S., Un
University of Kentucky.
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(1969) .......... ... Assistant Pro fes s or

of Sociologu

eonege; M.A., Ph.D., University of Keri-

Assistant Professor
of Sociology
tate College at Long Beach; M.A., CaliUege at Los Angeles; Ph.D., Washington
(1971)
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